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ABSTRACT
An experimental investigation was conducted to understand the non-destructive evaluation (NDE) capa-
bilities of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) of several network architectures towards structural health monitoring
(SHM). As heterogeneous composite structures become increasingly common in industry, detecting me-
chanical damage and damage accumulation becomes increasingly dicult as many modes of failure occur
below the external surface. Traditional SHM techniques may be time consuming and costly; however, CNTs
are a unique material that shows promise as a strain or damage sensor. Three dierent laminate samples
types with various CNT network architectures were tested in open-hole tension. Samples tested were quasi-
isotropic carbon ber, carbon ber prepreg with unidirectional knocked-down CNT surface patch, and fuzzy
ber reinforced plastic (FFRP) samples, which consist of radially grown CNTs on a woven ceramic ber
substrate.
Mechanical load and electrical resistance were simulataneously measured using three dierent probes con-
gurations with respect to the tensile direction that measured either surface or through thickness resistance
changes. Measurements were taken near and away from the stress concentration. Results indicated that
dierent CNT network architectures inuenced the consistency and ecacy of indicating damage acculuma-
tion. Changes in electrical resistance correlated strongly with sample mechanical damage accumulation for
unidirectional knocked-down CNTs, but had more consistent values and readings for the FFRP samples,
indicating that CNT network architecture beyond the inherent piezoresistivity of the CNT heavily inuences
the NDE capabilities of using CNTs as strain or damage sensors. Results also suggest that CNT network
architecture must be further optimized to achieve reliable NDE and SHM, and may depend on the desired
application.
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Thesis Co-Supervisor: Je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1 Introduction
Composites are materials that combine two or more materials heterogeneously such that the overall structure
has the advantageous properties of each material. Depending on the desired properties, the materials may
be combined in many geometrical variations, ranging from aligned ber inclusions in a matrix to randomly
distributed particles in a matrix. Aerospace composites combine very strong and sti bers with a compliant
matrix to create unique materials with large advantages, such as strength, stiness and minimal weight.
Common aerospace composites often involve layering materials of various types in dierent orientations or
combining two vastly dierent material in strategic architectures. An example is Fig. 1, in which a lightweight
honeycomb structure is sandwiched between stier plates and creates a structure similar to that of an I-beam
that is more resistant to bending. Recent research in aerospace composites has included the incorporation
of various smaller materials, such as carbon nanotubes, glass bers, or particles, dispersed throughout a
polymer matrix. Such combinations typically include a stier material incorporated in a more compliant
matrix, and result in stier, stronger, and tougher materials than the individual material components alone.
Figure 1: Example of honeycomb sandwich composite used commonly in aerospace structures [2].
Although structures like those shown in Fig. 1 are a marked improvement from its separate constituents,
further engineering at the nano-scale is necessary to push aerospace materials further. Despite these ad-
vantages, composites are still vulnerable to failure such as delamination and ber pull out. These modes
of failure compromise the structural integrity of the material, but are often not typically visible on the
surface. Thus, it is desirable to monitor the mechanical health of a structure non-invasively. Such struc-
tural health monitoring is thus desired for continued safe operation of composites in aerospace applications.
Although many materials have been used as sensors in the eld of structural health monitoring, the focus
of this investigation is carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as mechanically reinforcing and self-sensing materials in
aerospace composite applications as materials for non-destructive evaluation in working towards structural
health monitoring.
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1.1 An Overview of Structural Health Monitoring and Damage Sensing in Com-
posites
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is the idea of monitoring the mechanical integrity of a part during
operation in real time non-destructively. Due to the heterogeneous structure in composites, damage, such
as delamination between layers, ber breakage, ber pullout, or ber debonding, is often below the surface
of the structure and so cannot be immediately detected using traditional methods (e.g. visual inspection).
Similarly, non-destructive evaluation (NDE) is a subform of SHM in which the integrity of a structure is
evaluated out of operation and system acquisition is done outside the sample or structural part. CNTs as
structural health monitoring materials is still under development in various systems, and therefore the scope
of this investigation is NDE of CNT reinforced composites. Many dierent material candidates have been
considered for structural health monitoring, such as CNTs (see Section 1.3) for their changes in resistance
with mechanical load and metallic alloys for their change in magnetic susceptibility with strain [3], or
embedded ber Bragg grating strain sensors for their change in refractive index with strain [4, 5].
There exist many methods for structural health monitoring, such as ultrasonic lamb waves or X-rays and
acoustic emission. Ultrasonic lamb waves propagate in solids, and depending on the thickness or material that
they are incident on, they interact with that medium dierently. Structural health monitoring techniques use
lamb waves to reect particular features such as fatigue cracks, voids, and debonding in the sample, which
requires intensive eort to reconstruct the detectd signals reliably and eciently [6]. Acoustic emission is
more for diagnosis after failure for determining the modes of failure and entails translating acoustic emissions
upon failure into specic modes of failure, as rst established by [7]. However, decoupling noise from the
actual signal and determing the number of sensors necessary to detect the sound waves has made acoustic
emission an open area of research. Because these methods are costly and time-consuming [8], there is a
search for more eective but less intensive method of structural health monitoring. Other methods involve
incorporating external sensors within the structure, but often at the cost of mechanical properties as this
introduces additional modes of failure, such as interface debonding or pullout. Some SHM techniques may
also be used as NDE techniques for diagnosing mechanical damage in a structure, such as using external
acoustic emission. However, NDE techqniques may also be time intensive, such as tomographic imaging
techniques, which allows for reconstruction of damage in the sample by intensity and location but require a
large the number of sensors to eectively cover the expanse of the sample [6].
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1.2 An Overview of Carbon Nanotubes
Since carbon nanotubes were rst discovered in 1991 [9], research of CNTs has resulted in various applications
such as sensors and hydrogen storage [10]. CNTs are allotropes of carbon with cylindrical structure and
can be thought of as graphene sheets wrapped in a cylinder shape. Depending on the orientation and
conguration of wrapping, various chiralities of CNTs are possible, usually indicated with (n, m) indices.
Depending on its chirality, the CNT may have metallic or semiconducting electrical conductance. Carbon
nanotubes are usually described as single-walled (SWNT) or multi-walled (MWNT), which indicates how
many layers of cylinders exist in a cocentric conguration, as shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 2: Ideal schematic representations of graphene sheet, SWNT and MWNT [1].
Synthesis of CNTs usually occurs by laser ablation of carbon rods, which consists of removing material
from a surface via laser beam; direct current arc-discharge between electrodes, which involves applying a
high voltage across graphitic electrodes to break down and deposit the carbon atoms; or chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) [10]. This investigation utilizes CVD as the primary method of CNT synthesis. CVD is
the process of breaking down gases at high temperatures into reactive species that deposit on a catalyzed
substrate. Typical catalysts for CNT synthesis are transition metals such as Co, Ni, Pt, and Fe. CVD is
advantageous for easily achieving uniform deposits of varying stoichiometry [11] and longer CNTs but often
result in tubes with more defects than alternative methods of synthesis [1].
Though the entire mechanism of how the CNTs form is not fully understood, several theories exist. The
most accepted model is the vapor-solid-solid model rst proposed by Wagner and Ellis, which postulates
that decomposed hydrocarbon gases precipitate on the surface of the catalyst and diuses into the catalyst
at which the CNT nucleates and grows from the edges of the catalyst particle. Two main models have been
developed to describe how the CNT grows during synthesis: tip-growth and base-growth, as shown in Fig. 3.
Tip growth involves the CNT lifting the catalyst particle and nucleating below whereas base-growth proposes
that the catalyst particle remains on the substrate as the CNT grows above it [1]. Whether one mechanism
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is preferred than the other is dependent on the catalyst and substrate system used, such as catalyst particle
size [12]. Both growth mechanisms have been observed experimentally and computationally [1].
Figure 3: Accepted models for mechanisms of CNT growth a) tip-growth and b) base-growth [13]
The kinetics of the decomposition of the hydrocarbon gases have also been modeled [10,14]. It is mostly
accepted that ethylene rst decomposes into acetylene. One kinetic pathway is the acetylene reacts with
a hydrogen radical to form a vinyl radical and elemental carbon, which forms the CNTs. Several other
pathways exist for the breakdown of acetylene into elemental carbon [10]. Other factors such as temperature
and ow rate have been investigated to determine its eect on the synthesis of CNTs and amorphous
carbon. Dierences in synthesis of CNTs aect the mechanical and electrical properties, and thus impacts
the behavior of the CNT as a mechanical damage sensor.
The property of CNTs most relevant to this investigation is the electrical conductivity of CNTs. The
conductivity of CNTs may be calculated based on rst principles basis in calculating the eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian operator for the potential of a single electron in the potential of all the carbon atoms using the
LCAO or tight-binding method. This involves rst deriving the dispersion relation between energy eigenstats
and the wavevector k. A plot of these resulting energy states in the band structure of graphene constrained
to periodic conditions is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 is plotted as a function of energy and k-space. What is most notable about this plot is the periodic
degeneracy of energy eigenstates between the conduction band and valence band that meet at a point that
arises from the symmetry of the graphene lattice. That is, at select points along the graphene sheet are
particular places where the conduction band and valance band meet. At these special points, charge carriers
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Figure 4: Electronic band structure of graphene, as derived from rst principles calculation [15].
from the valence may cross into the conduction band easily at near zero eective mass, and conduct. The
presence of defects or strain will physically bends this electronic band structure and alter the conductivity
of the graphene sheet, making it a nanoscale sensitive material [15]. A carbon nanotube essentially may be
abstracted as a graphene sheet wrapped in a cylindrical geometry. Each carbon atom is bonded to three
other carbon atoms, with the fourth valence electron forming delocalized -bands [16]. Depending on the
how the graphene sheet is wrapped, various congurations and conducting properties of SWNT are possible.
SWNT are categorized as either armchair, chiral, or zigzag, representative of how the graphene sheet wraps
around. Fig. 5 presents the three major congurations of SWNTs, illustrating the various ways a sheet of
graphene may wrap around itself. Depending on the SWNT conguration, the CNT may conduct like a
semiconductor or metal.
Figure 5: SWNT congurations: armchair(10,10) (left), zigzag(14,0) (middle) and chrial(7,3) (right) [17].
Armchair SWNTs are always metallic, zigzag SWNTs may be semiconducting or metallic and of all
the chiral vectors possible, one-third are metallic and the remainig two-thirds are semiconducting [16].
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Depending on growth conditions, CNTs of a wide variety of conductive properties may be grown. The
electrical properties of MWNTs are more complex, and must take into account the interactions between
concentric CNTs. Although coupling between concentric SWNTs in MWNTs occurs, it has been found that
current primarily ows through the outer most nanotube [16]. The salient idea is that the conductivity
of CNTs may be understood from rst principles understanding of electronic band structure and may be
manipulated through either the presence of defects or strain.
1.3 An Overview of Structural Health Monitoring in CNT Reinforced Com-
posites
With composites being increasingly incorporated into aerospace structures, the desire to monitor or diagnose
mechanical damage or damage accumulation has spurred many studies on how to best incorporate CNTs
in the overall structure. Composites reinforced with carbon nanotubes (CNT), however, present a unique
opportunity to monitor the structural integrity non-invasively. Unlike other methods of structural health
monitoring, CNTs actually improve the mechanical integrity of the specimen. CNTs are exceptionally sti
and strong, up to 1 TPa and 63 GPa respectively [8], as well as electrically conductive for their size, up to
several thousand Siemens per square centimeter for colossal carbon tubes [18] and hundreds of Siemens per
square meter for CNTs [19]. Comparatively, CNTs are 100 times stronger than steel and can have metallic
conduction 100 times more than copper over micron distances [1]. Moreover, due to their nano dimensions,
the sensitivity of CNTs as damage sensors holds much promise. Although such properties have not fully
translated to larger structure, CNTs have been shown to markedly improve mechanical properties, such as
stiness and toughness, in composite structures [20].
The conductivity of CNTs allow for the opportunity to simultaneously monitor the mechanical stresses
sustained during operation. Damage to or around CNTs typically increases their resistance. Typical gures
range from about 5% to up to 100% change in resistance correlated to around 1-3% strain or 1000-3000
micron strain, depending on how the CNTs are arranged, manufactured, into which composite matrix, and
how the samples are mechanically deformed [21]. Various studies have shown that the percolating CNTs
can be used to monitor a variety of structures, such as joints [22] and 3D composite structures [23]. It
has also been shown that incorporation of CNTs into structures are capable of reecting accumulation of
mechanical damage under cyclic loading [22, 24] and sustain mechanical damage when impacted [25] with
glass/epoxy composites with percolating CNT networks. Furthermore, CNTs as damage sensors have been
shown to reect various modes of failure, such as delamination using a thread of CNTs [26] and fatigue
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through measurement of residual resistances, which manifested near the location of failure [24]. Thus, it
is possible to monitor the stress and damage history of composites with CNTs using changes in a sample's
electrical resistivity.
Several computational investigations on the electrical properties of CNTs in various matrix systems
have also been conducted. Although many models simplify the complex mechanical interactions between
CNTs and the surrounding matrix, they nevertheless show possible mechanisms through which the CNT
network may be mechanically disrupted, such as matrix cracking [27]. Other models have demonstrated
analytically the link between mechanical damage and changes in electrical resistance, which have shown
good agreement with simulated models proposed thus far, such as with ber breakage in CFRP composites
using the shear-lag model [28]. Furthermore, it has been shown that the ratio of resistance change for
uniform and unidirectional bers for the longitudinal and transverse directions along the surface are idential
and diverge for other geometrical congurations of the bers, and both follow a general exponential relation
based o of Weibull fracture [29]. Another investigation from [30] demonstrated possible mechanisms the
CNT network is able to connect and deform with analytical and experimental methods. Fig. 6 shows an
example of a resistance change with mechanical deformation for a simulated composite. Thus, analytically,
CNTs demonstrate promise in localizing and correlating with the amount of mechanical damage.
There have additionally been many studies on CNTs or carbon bers (CF) as sensors in many matrix
systems, such as cement in various congurations [21, 31{34], on glass bers [35{38], and in silicone rubber
[39], that have achieved similar successes with carbon nanotubes as sensors for mechanical deformation
and damage as with composite structures. However, structural health monitoring with CNTs in composite
structures is still in early developmental stages. Several investigations that demonstrate the use of CNTs
as structural health monitoring tools may be found in [40]. Thus, the focus of this investigation is non-
destructive evaluation (NDE) of CNT reinforced composite structures towards the eventual implementation
of such structures as part of the existing tools used in structural health monitoring.
The mechanisms through which CNTs or CFs are used to detect mechanical damage are twofold. First is
the CNTs inherent piezoimpedence, a combination of its piezoresistance, piezocapacitance, and piezoinduc-
tance. That is, a mechanical deformation of the CNTs themselves causes a change in its electrical properties,
such as resistance or capacitance. For example, loosely wound carbon bers, which are composed of strung
together CNTs, have greater capacitance as the gap between CNTs is larger [26]. Piezoresistivity is a prop-
erty of the material itself and involves the physical deformation of the material's electronic band structure.
Such changes in the CNTs have been investigated experimentally, such as [39,41], and analytically, in [42{44].
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Figure 6: An example of modeling the variation of tensile load with electrical resistance for a [0/90/90/0]
glass-ber composite with embedded CNT network [27].
This piezoresistivity is a secondary mechanism to mechanical damage detection. Piezoresistivity inherent to
the CNT itself is limited for very small strains, on the order of 0.5%, and deformations within this regime are
typically reversible [45]. In most instances, at loadings above the percolation threshold and higher strains,
the array and geometry of the CNTs dominates the measured electrical response, as damage accumulates.
Typically, electrical resistance increases in tension as the CNTs or CFs are pulled and lose contact with
one another and decreases in compression for opposite reasons [46]. This behavior has been experimentally
observed [47,48].
Figure 7: An example of how plastic deformation at 5% strain could aect local CNT network morphology
and thus electrical resistance for CNTs grown vertically on SiC microplates(adapted from [47])
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As Fig. 7 illustrates, plastic deformation could cause local deformations in the CNT network and CNTs
themselves, and thus changes in local electrical resistance. For other CNT embedded composite constructions,
it is also possible that bers may delaminate from the matrix or that the matrix fractures, causing an increase
in electrical resistance. Additionally, at the microscale level, small perturbations in the spacing between
CNTs would also disrupt the possible tunneling that can occur [27]. It has been shown by [40] that the
maximum amount of tunneling distance between CNTs in a polymer or ceramic matrix is about 1.8 nm,
indicating that strains that deform the CNT network greater than this could indicate damage accumulation
with large changes in measured electrical resistance. It is also expected that the geometry of the inclusions or
CNTs also aects the degree of percolation and interaction between the CNT and the matrix. For instance,
longer CNT bers could entangle more and detangle less with mechanical strain in constrast with shorter
CNT bers. Another example was demonstrated by [30], in which adjacent CNTs were abstracted to have
tunneling directly between CNT ends or between overlapping CNT regions for making conductive pathways in
the sample, as depicted in Fig. 8, and demonstrated to be a possible mechanism for the damage acculumation
of CNTs. The extent of dispersion, percolation, and arrangement, therefore, contribute signicantly to the
damage sensing abilities of CNTs. Thus, the overall measured electrical resistance of at the macroscale may
be a conuence or statistical average of all such microscale eects.
Figure 8: Proposed congurations for how a percolating CNT network forms connected conductive pathways
through either between overlapping CNT regions or between CNT ends (adapted from [30]).
There exists two main methods of incorporating carbon nanotubes into a specimen, as carbon ber [26,49]
or dispersed throughout the matrix material as short CNTs such as [33]. Given the vast number of methods
of synthesizes and dispersing CNTs in a matrix material, the full optimization of structural health monitoring
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using CNTs remains incomplete.
1.4 Objectives
Current research into structural health monitoring has included various matrix materials, including aligned
CNTs as a damage or strain sensing network. The focus of this study will be non-destructive evaluation
towards structural health monitoring with aligned CNT reinforced composite structures. Many other inves-
tigations focus on the piezoresistivity of CNTs or carbon bers (CF) in particular geometries as a strain,
rather than damage, sensor [36{38, 50]. Many experimental investigations have looked at specic construc-
tions with other materials such as glass bers and arrangements of CNTs in a particular matrix, and most
numerical investigations look at interactions between CNTs, such as tunneling, and so are not as accessible
experimentally. This investigation will build upon composite architectures of aligned CNTs that have been
shown to have enhanced mechanical strength and toughness [51], to take advantage of the multifunctional
properties of the aligned CNT networks done in NECSTlab at MIT, evaluate the damage sensing capabili-
ties of CNTs in the architecture and methods used previously, and provide insightful data for the industrial
application and usage of aligned CNTs in aerospace composites. Two major architectures, the nanostitch
and fuzzy ber constructions, along with testing CNTs as a material strain gauge are tested and evaluated,
comparing the sensitivity of electrical resistance with changes in mechanical load and history.
1.5 Motivations
Although there has been substantial research into CNTs as mechanical damage or strain sensors. This
investigation uses the CNT synthesis methods outlined in [52], which provides the basis of the recipes used
for growing CNTs and the methodology for obtaining aligned CNTs of controllable morphology. Nanostitch
and fuzzy ber CNTs are the two major network architectures used in this investigation. The basic geometric
congurations are shown in Fig. 9.
These two particular constructions are investigated because of the advantageous mechanical reinforcement
they lend to the composite structure. The nanostitch architecture borrows from the idea of Z-pinning, in
which reinforcing bers are added to the composite structure to reinforce the interlaminar regions (i.e. z-
direction) where the composite is often the weakest. However, such bers are added at the cost of losing
intralaminar mechanical integrity due to the added material interface and damage introduced. Instead of
adding macroscopic bers that also mechanically weaken the composite, nanostitching is the idea of adding
CNTs as the pinning agents. Due to the minimal amount of CNTs for renforcement, nanostitching presents
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(a) Nanostitch architecture in which CNTs reinforce
against crack propagation at the interface [53]
(b) Fuzzy ber architecture in which CNTs are grown
radially around a ceramic woven fabric [51]
Figure 9: CNT network architectures investigated
a method for minimal added cost for mechanical reinforcement, without trade o from added weight or
introducing other mechanisms for the composite to fail. The mechanism of toughening the interlaminar layers
to crack propagation is primarily pull-out of the CNTs. Analytically modeling various pull-out mechanisms
for MWNTs, [54] found that CNT nanostitch reinforcement was signicantly more eective in comparison
to standard methods of interlaminar reinforcement.
The fuzzy ber construction considers interlaminar and intralaminar reinforcement. Because CNTs
are grown radially around the woven substrate, CNTs are able to penetrate within and across each layer,
providing additional mechanical reinforcement. Fuzzy ber reinforced plastic (FFRP) composites have been
shown to improve interlaminar shear strength by 69% to around 34 MPa [55], tension bearing stiness by 19%
to 30 MPa, and interlaminar fracture toughness by up to 76% in steady-state to 3.74 kJ/m2 when compared to
the baseline without CNT reinforcement for the geometry used, which illustrates that such a CNT network
osets composite failure [51]. Additionally, the FFRP structure has shown promise as one appropriate
for structural health monitoring in impact damaging tests, as demonstrated in [56], using resistive-based
measurements and tomographic imaging to spatially represent damage. Similar success has been attained
using thermographic damage detection to spatially resolve the location of damage using resistive heating in
local areas of damage [57].
Given that such CNT network architectures are mechanically reinforcing in composites, the objective of
this investigation is to evaluate the extent that the CNT networks may also serve as sensors for mechanical
damage and failure in the nanostitch and FFRP CNT hierarchical architectures developed.
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2 Experimental Approach
Three dierent specimens were prepared to investigate the NDE capabilities of composites reinforced with
carbon nanotubes: carbon ber reinforced epoxy plates using typical aerospace industry materials produced
by Hexcel Corporation, pre-fabricated and industrially purchased DragonPlate plates, and FFRP composites.
Each specimen underwent open-hole tensile tests. A hole is drilled into each sample to serve as an a stress
concentration area to control the location and manner of sample failure. It is well known in continuum
mechanics that a circular defect in a structure results in a stress concentration factor that triples the applied
stress around the immediate area surrounding the hole for isotropic materials, and has a similar eect
for heterogeneous materials such as the composites tested. Introducing such a feature controls the failure
mechanism and strain at which the samples fail, and eliminates part of the variability due to manufacturing.
The testing matrix is presented in Table 1 below. A full description of each sample may be found in Appendix
A. Specimen type and number were limited by manufacturing and time constraints. Hexcel samples were
not nanostitched due to constraints in available CNTs.
Table 1: Test matrix and sample types with notation used; HP = Hexcel with CNT Patch, HC = Hexcel
control, FFRP = Fuzzy Fiber Reinforced Plastic, DP = DragonPlate with CNT Patch, DC = DragonPlate
control
Notation Type Probe Conguration Samples Tested
DP DragonPlate w/ CNT Patch vertical 5
horizontal 5
DC DragonPlate, control vertical 2
horizontal 2
HP Hexcel w/ CNT Patch grid 5
HC Hexcel, control grid 2
vertical 1
horizontal 1
FFRP Fuzzy Fiber Reinforced Plastic grid 5
DragonPlate samples are quasi-isotropic carbon ber plates purchased industrially. Hexcel samples are
carbon ber prepreg with CNTs on the surface of the two outermost plies, in order to produce a reliable
electrical contact to the carbon bers, due to limited materials. FFRP samples are laminates in which CNTs
are grown radially from a woven substrate and infused with epoxy resin. Each type of sample is constructed
with dierent architectures of the CNT networks and varying degrees of integration with the rest of the
structure. DragonPlate samples have no CNTs incorporated in the sample but have unidirectionally knocked
down CNT patches adhered to the surface like a strain gauage. Hexcel samples have either a CNT patch or
not, and all samples have unidirectional CNTs stitched at each of the interfaces. FFRP samples have CNTs
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fully integrated in the samples.
2.1 Sample Manufacturing
In order to evaluate the capabilities of CNTs as structural health sensors, all samples were tested under
open-hole tension. Sample preparation was twofold- manufacturing and circuit preparation for simultaneous
measurement of electrical resistance with increasing mechanical strain. Samples with CNTs incorporated
within the specimen had electrode probe congurations in a grid in order to measure the through thickness
resistance; samples with no internal CNTs had knocked-down CNTs adhered to the surface with electrode
probes congured horizontal and vertical to the tensile direction, as explained later in this section. These
electrode congurations were both tailored to the location of the CNTs in the sample. Sample preparation is
presented in the order of manufacturing, electroding, cutting to testing dimensions, and testing parameters
used.
The rst kind of sample tested was carbon ber reinforced polymer laminates made from unidirectional
Hexcel 8552/AS4 prepreg tape, which is essentially carbon bers preimpregnated with partially cured (b-
staged) epoxy. More information on this material may be found at [58]. Each sample had [(0=90= 45)2]s16
lay up, which translates to two repeated layers of 0, 90, +45, and -45 degree ber orientations laid out
symmetrically about the x-y plane such that 16 layers in total are laminated and cured. In a 16 layer
composite, the outer surfaces were adhered to unidirectionally knocked-down CNT patches; in future work,
nanostitching would be introduced before the curing stage, and involves growth of forests and transfer of
forests onto the prepreg material. Growths were on the order of 100 - 120 microns on silicon wafer substrates
with deposited catalyst. After growth, the forest was transfered to the prepreg in such a way to preserved
the aligned nature of CNT synthesis and cured, based on [59]. An example of such a transfer is shown in
Fig. 10. The prepeg was prepared according to the procedures outline in TELAC manufacturing guide for
prepreg, as available to NECST lab members. Essentially, the prepreg material is sandwiched between metal
plates and several layers of non-stick materials under vacuum to ensure even distribution of heat and epoxy
during the curing stage. All samples are then cured under the cure according to the temperature cycle for
monolithic components as specied by [58]. The nal samples consisted of carbon ber plastic reinforced
plates cured such that in between the outer layers are aligned CNTs. Ten samples in total were prepared,
ve with CNT patches and ve without as controls. A summary of the samples may be found in Table 1.
Samples with pre-frabricated plates were quasi-iso graphite epoxy (DragonPlate FDPLHP04S1212) of
the nal desired thickness (3.175 mm) were purchased industrially from [60]. Additional information on the
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(a) SEM image of example of single layer nanostitch
layer
(b) Nanostitch sample without top prepreg layer
Figure 10: Example sample of nanostitching (adapted from [59])
mechanical properties of DragonPlate may be found at [60]. The DragonPlate material is a carbon ber
composite used currently in industrial and aerospace applications. Fourteen total samples were prepared.
Ten samples had CNT patches and the remaining four had no CNT patch adhered.
FFRP composite samples were made using CVD synthesized CNTs and West Systems (105 resin, 206
hardener) epoxy on 391 W-2 alumina cloth from Cotronics. Alumina cloth was dipped in 50 mM iron
nitrate with isopropanol solution to react as catalyst. CNTs were synthesized on the alumina substrate
based on the procedures outlined in [52] and [51], but had 350 standard cubic centimeters per meter (sccm)
of ethylene owing, with 2070 sccm hydrogen and 1040 sccm hydrogen as appropriate in the recipe used.
Various times were used to achieve dierent percent weight gains, and thus CNT lengths. Five samples in
total were prepared, each centered around 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, or 4.0 wt% gain in CNTs. Plies were grown such
that CNTs were at least 10 microns long to allow for sucient percolation of CNTS in the epoxy matrix.
Further information is listed in Appendix B. Table 2 provides a summary and relevant notation for the
FFRP and other samples. Full descriptions of the FFRP and other samples may be found in Appendix A.
Additional information on the growing conditions of the CNTs may be found in Appendix B. Laminates
were manufactured using hand lay-up and consisted of 6 plies centered around the appropriate weight gain
in CNTs. The manufacturing process involves alternating between pouring resin and laying up the plies
manually, such that bubbles are minimized and the epoxy is given sucient time to wick through the ply.
The laminates were sandwiched between two metal plates that were placed under vacuum and compressive
clamping in order to achieve the desired thickness and thus volume fraction desired. Spacers of the desired
thickness were placed betwen the metal plates. The metal plates are intended to distribute the clamping
force uniformly and encourage air voids to squeeze out of the ply. Once a sample was clamped down, the
vacuum was removed and the sample was allowed to cure at room temperature for at least 24 hrs. All
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materials were encased in vacuum bagging and other additional non-stick layers as needed in order to be
able to extract the cured sample.
2.2 Electroding Samples
After the appropriate curing conditions, all samples were then prepared with electrodes, in order to allow for
simultaneous measurement of resistance and mechanical deformation. Hexcel and DragonPlate samples with
knocked down CNT patches of 80 mm x 30 mm dimensions were co-cured for an additional hour at 121C
using surfacing lm (Tencate TC235-1SF) as adhesive. The CNTs were knocked down such that they aligned
parallel with the direction of tensile load. The knocked down CNTs were thinner than the lm adhesive,
and so were not in contact with the sample. For the control samples, silver paint was applied to a layer of
adhesive so that the paint was not in direct contact with the sample. All samples had several layers of silver
paint (Ted Pella 16045 from [61]) stenciled and baked at 151C onto either the sample or the CNT patch,
where relevant. Flexible printed circuit boards and further connections were used to build the remainder of
the circuit; the ex circuits were wrapped around the sample and adhered using 3M VHB tape. All electronic
components attached to the sample were chosen to minimize mechanical contributions to the load curve.
Resistance contributions that are not the sample itself included the 2m Samtec FFSD-06-D-39.00-01-N-RW
cables between the sample and relay, solder, and ex circuit, with the largest contribution being the cables
at around 0.5 Ohms/m. The total resistance measured from the intruments measured was approximately
0.8 Ohms. These resistances were found to be fairly consistent across samples and tests.
Three dierent congurations were used with the silver paint electrodes, depending on the sample and
where the CNTs were placed in or on the sample. DragonPlate and control samples were congured with
either horizontal (H) or vertical (V) silver paint, in which the silver paint extended perpendicular or parallel
to the tensile direction respectively. Remaining samples were grid (G) congured, in which one side of the
sample had the horizontal conguration and the other side had vertical conguration. Each conguration had
eectively 24 lines silver paint probes, each of 0.5mm thickness and spaced 0.5mm apart with 1.5mm space
at the edges of the samples. Measurements were taken between pairs of adjacent probes across consecutive
sections of surface the sample and across the width of the sample as well for the H and V congurations;
measurements where taken through the thickness of the sample in locations away and near the hole for the
G congurations. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12a provides a schematic for each conguration and the corresponding
locations on the sample of resistance measurements; Fig. 13 provides dimensions of the the probes and
spacing of the probes used. For clarity (see Fig. 11), in the H and V congurations, Probes 1-5 correlate
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with 'far eld 1', Probes 10-15 with 'near hole', and Probes 19-23 with 'far eld 2' measurements; Probe
24 corresponds with the total resistance measured across the the entire sample. In the grid conguration,
Probes 1, 6, 11, 16, 41, 46, 51, 56 are 'far eld' and Probes 23, 28, 33, 38, 24, 29, 34, 39 are 'near hole'.
Measurements of resistances are made between silver paint probes.
Figure 11: Schematic of horizontal (H) and vertical (V) silver paint congurations used for samples with
respect to tensile direction, as specied in Table 2; resistance measurements occur between silver paint probes
(blue); probe labeling is the adopted convention to describe where the measurement was taken.
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(a) Schematic of grid (G) silver paint congurations
for measuring through-thickness electrical resistance;
one side of the sample has H conguration and the
other has V conguration for eective grid congu-
ration.
(b) Schematic of grid (G) silver paint congurations,
highlighting the locations at which resistance mea-
surements were taken (marked with red asterisk).
Figure 12: Schematic of grid (G) silver paint congurations.
Figure 13: Close up and dimensions of the the silver paint used as eletrical probes for resistive measurements
of all samples.
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In order to extract the resistance of the sample, the sample was connected in ciruit in series with a resistor
and connected to a solid-state relay that measured the resistance across each location at 1 Hz frequency. Fig.
14 shows the schematic used; relays and other measurement instruments are not shown. Using Ohm's law,
the current owing through the system is extracted from the measured voltage V  and known resistance.
The voltage V+ is approximated to be the voltage source. From this, the resistance of the CNT can be
extracted.
Figure 14: Schematic of circuit used to extract resistances of samples tested; relays and other solid-state
instruments are not shown
Resistances not part of the sample of note include the electrical components, of which the cable con-
tributed the most at approximately 0.5 Ohms/m with total system resistance of 0.8 Ohms. However, these
resistance contributions were constant and conrmed as such before each test conducted. The most variable
resistance that would aect the data would be that of the silver paint, particularly as it deforms. Because
of this, controls with only the silver paint were manufactured in order to understand the extent that silver
paint probe failure without the presence of CNTs occurs.
2.3 Sample Testing Parameters
Samples with CNT-patches were prepared to be 252 mm long by 30 mm wide and ranged in thickness between
2.0 and 3.3 mm. Due to manufacturing constraints in growth consistency, FFRP samples were prepared to
be 200 mm long by 30 mm wide and ranged between 2.1 and 3.1 mm in thickness. A full description of
dimensions per sample is listed in Appendix A. All samples were cut to dimensions using a diamond saw
and had a 5 mm hole in diameter drilled with a carbide brad point bit and reamed with a 5 mm diameter
carbide reamer to ensure that the hole would minimally disturb the surrounding material. All samples were
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prepared in accordance to ASTM standards D5766/D5766M-11. All samples were sanded at the edges and
taped to sand paper for better gripping during tensile tests. Figs. 15 and 16 show example samples during
the open hole tensile tests, and the remaining failed specimens. Fig. 16 shows typical failed samples of each
type of sample tested.
Figure 15: A sample during tensile testing
For testing, an Instron 1332 was used to pull the samples in tension until failure. Samples 1 through
10 had 2000 psi clamping pressure and remaining samples had 3000 psi clamping pressure, due to slippage
problems for some samples. A 100 kN load cell was used with 0.25 mm/min strain rate. Data was collected
at a frequency of 1 Hz for both the load and electrical resistance measurements at each location indicated.
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(a) Fractured DP9 (left) and
DC3 (right)
(b) Fractured HP2 (left) and
HC3 (right)
(c) Fractured FFRP3
Figure 16: Typical samples after failure
3 Results and Discussion
This section presents the results of the open-hole tensile tests according to the sample type and individually
evaluates the capabilities of CNTs as structural health monitoring sensors as both an external strain gauge
and incorporated method of mechanical reinforcement. As illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12, many sets of
resistance measurements were taken across the sample. For the H and V congurations, a total of 24
measurements were made per second across the samples- 23 at consecutively adjacent positions across the
sample and one across the width of the furthest spaced probes. For the G conguration, a total of 60 dierent
resistance measurements occurred every second. Particular measurements correlating with specic locations
on the samples are highlighted and labeled, and are referenced as so in the data analysis and gures.
3.1 Damage Sensing in Industrial DragonPlate samples
DragonPlate samples consisted of an industrially purchased quasi-isotropic graphite epoxy composite man-
ufactured at the desired thickness of 3.175 mm. DragonPlate is a common industrially used aerospace
composite material. The motivation for testing industrially made samples is for demonstration of the basic
capabilities of the structural health monitoring capabilities of CNTs. As many new technologies must pass
through several engineering and industrial criteria to be accepted as common technology, there is a large time
of integration of such new technologies into the status quo. Thus, many of the newer developed architectures
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(a) Correlation of stress and changes in electrical re-
sistance for all non-open circuit probes in control
sample DC2 of the 24 probes, illustrating early probe
failure; probes measuring open circuit are not shown.
(b) Correlation of stress and changes in electrical re-
sistance for the sets of probes that exhibited potential
in health monitoring
Figure 17: Overlayed stress curve with measured resistance changes for representative DC control samples,
with silver paint, adhesive, but no CNT patch.
of CNT composites, such as nanostitch and FFRP, would not enter the market as readily. However, the DP
samples consider adding CNTs supercially, such as with a strain gauge patch on the surface.
Because these samples do not have CNTs integrated within the structure, DragonPlate (DP and DC)
samples had knocked-down CNTs adhered to the surface as a strain gauge. Fourteen samples in total were
DP; ve were in horizontal (H) conguration, ve in vertical (V) conguration and the remaining four made
without the CNT patches as controls, divided evenly between the H and V congurations.
Of the control samples tested, a limited few exhibited the ability to monitor the health of a structure
using silver paint probes alone. Fig. 17 illustrates that only a select few probes randomly scattered across
the sample of the control samples successfully showed an ability to correlate with the loading of the curve.
Each plot is labeled with the probes plotted in the format of '(Sample [SampleName] [probe conguration]:
[probe])'; for instance '(Sample DP1 V): Probe #23' would correspond to the 23rd probe of sample DP1 in
vertical conguration. the probes Probes that measured open circuit resistance values correlate with very
large values of resistances, and so are not shown with respective plots. The second displayed sample had
the most number of probes that did not prematurely fail or did not exhibit substantial noise. This suggests
that although it is possible to use only silver paint on top of adhesive, it is unpredictable and unreliable with
silver paint and adhesive alone. These plots demonstrate the variability of the probes made and potential
false contributions to the change in resistance measured. All plots are overlay of strain (% mm/mm) with
percent change in resistance (% Ohms) and stress (MPa).
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(a) Correlation of stress and changes in electrical re-
sistance in far eld 1
(b) Correlation of stress and changes in electrical re-
sistance in opposite far eld 2 from previous
Figure 18: Overlayed stress curve with measured changes in opposite far eld electrical resistances of sample
DP2 in V conguration
Fig. 17 establishes that structural health monitoring using the strain sensing capabilities of the silver
paint and adhesive alone is insucient for reliable structural health monitoring. The remainder of the
section therefore focuses on samples with CNT patches adhered to the surface of DP samples. Fig. 18
illustrates a typical curve of the DP samples with vertical probe conguration. A fuller list of gures for
each sample tested is located in Appendix C. Due to the volume of potential plots possible, a select number
are highlighted for the particular features they illustrate. Because of the variability of manufacturing the
probes and samples, some probes reached failure before the sample; thus the data for some probes terminate
earlier than the failure strain of the sample. A full description of the failure loads and strain of each sample
tested may be found in Appendix A.
The mechanical behavior of the DP samples consists of a linear range that suggests elasticity and a
region of plastic deformation where the sample becomes more compliant until the point of failure, marked
as a sudden drop in stress in the stress-strain curves. Several features of Fig. 18 are representative of other
samples tested in similar conguration. For many DP samples, the typical strain at failure occurred around
1.5-2.0% elongation. The onset of greater compliance also occurred regularly within the DP sample set at
approximately 1.0% strain, which indicates that any inconsistencies measured in the electrical resistance
probes are mostly due to the manufacturing of the probes themselves than with the samples. Because of
the large variation between the probes, even within the similar locations of the sample, determining an
analytical relation of strain and change in electrical resistance would prove unfruitful. Nevertheless, several
salient features of all DP samples were found that were indicative of the CNT patches as diagnostic tools
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(a) Correlation of stress and changes in electrical re-
sistance near the hole
(b) Correlation of stress and changes in electrical re-
sistance in opposite far eld 2 from previous
Figure 19: Overlayed stress curve with measured changes in resistance opposite far eld electrical resistances
of sample DP7 in H conguration
for mechanical damage accumulation.
As seen in Fig. 18, particularly in Fig. 18b, there is a direct correlation between changes in the mechanical
behavior of the sample and changes in electrical resistance. In the rst linear regime, the change of electrical
resistance remains below 1.0% Ohm change and is smooth and continuous. Upon reaching the second regime
suggestive of damage (increased compliance), changes in resistance are sudden, incidating a correlation of
mechanical accumulation beyond piezoresistivity of the CNT patch and the sample. For most of the DP
samples, regardless of position of measured resistance, the maximum change in resistance measured jumped
beyond 10% Ohm resistance change and continued to increase in sudden jumps once the sample entered
the second regime of elongation. The nal measured change in electrical resistance at time of failure varied
between 30% and 120% Ohm change, and may be partially due to the variability of probes made (see Fig.
17 and discussion).
Similar behavior was seen with the horizontally congured DP samples. Fig. 19 illustrates similar small
monotonic increases in the electrical resistance in the initial regime and then transitioning to more sudden
and larger jumps in the change in resistance in the 'plastic' regime, or increased compliance in an inelastic
region. Similar ranges and values of changes in electrical resistance were found with the H conguration.
Plots for other DP samples showing similar behavior are included in Appendix C.
However, the generic shape between the H and V congurations of the DP samples were noticably
dierent. The spikes in electrical resistance of the V congured samples often occurred in 20-40% Ohm
intervals. Some of these jumps correlated with the onset of compliance and others before the failure of the
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probe itself. In constrast, the spikes of the changes in electrical resistance for the H congured samples
were more gradual, and occurred in smaller changes on the order of 5% Ohm change. Two possibilities
may explain the dierence in meausured change of electrical resistance. The rst may be due the variability
of probe manufacturing. Vertical congured samples were stenciled with silver paint before horiztonally
congured samples, so it is possible that improved consistency of applying the silver paint also improved
with the number of samples made.
In comparing the consistency of the change in electrical resistance in similar locations on the sample,
as illustated with Fig. 18 and 19, the location of the resistances measured do not correlate. That is,
measurements near the hole and far from the hole are consistently extremely varied between 10 and 100%
resistance change at point of failure across the DP samples. This may be attributed to the fact that, because
the CNT patches are not an integrated part of the structure, the strains it measures is limited to the ecacy of
the adhesive to simultaneously transfer the strain of the sample to the CNT patch and minimally contribute
to the meausured mechanical behavior of the sample. This indicates that although the CNT patch is able
to detect points on the sample where mechanical deformation occurs, it is not possible to correlate that
measurement with its proximity to a stress concentrator.
However, upon holistic evaluation of the DP samples, the consistency of this behavior between H cong-
ured samples versus V congured samples, suggests that the orientation of the CNTs patches with respect
to the orientation of the probes inuences the stability of the change in electrical resistance. As explained
in Section 1.1, strains beyond the range of piezoresistivity causes deformations of the CNTs and the CNT
network, and depending on the congurations of the CNTs, inuences the conductive network for which
charge carriers are able to ow, thus inuencing the overall resistance of the sample. Because the CNT
patches are unidirectionally knocked down CNTs, the major mechanism of CNT network deformation under
tensile loading is the CNTs pulling apart, as illustrated in Fig. 20. As the CNTs pull apart, the eective
conductive pathways for current to ow through decreases, and therefore resistance increases.
In the V conguration, the CNTs are parallel to the silver paint probes. It is possible that because the
silver paint probes are in parallel to the knocked down CNTs, the measured resistances are more sensitive to
local changes in resistance of a few CNTs as they are stretched and pull apart from each other. In contrast,
because the H congured samples are perpendicular to the knocked-down CNTs, the H congured probes
measure changes in resistance across the width of the CNT patch and so is less sensitive to local changes
in CNT network deformation. Thus the resistance jumps in the H congured samples are smaller and more
consistent between probe location. This suggests and reinforces the hypothesis that the arrangement and
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Figure 20: Proposed mechanism of CNT network deformation of CNT patches with respect to tensile di-
rection adhered to DP samples; with increasing load, the CNTs, simplied to be like teeth on a comb, are
pulled apart; in the actual sample, variation in the local CNT network topography is expected and so local
changes in the CNT network topography would also vary.
topography of the CNT network has a large inuence on the resistance measured. These results also suggest
that for unidirectional CNTs, measuring the resistance perpendicular to the direction of the CNTs oers less
noisy and more holistic understanding of the structural health of a part.
In most practical cases in industry, however, resistance measurements would be taken across the span of
the structure instead of at particular spots on the structure, in order to save of time and cost. Fig. 21 shows
typical curves for the total resistance measured across the DP samples from both the H and V congurations;
total resistance measurements across the the span of the silver paint probes correlates with Probe 24, in the
convention adopted. Plots from other samples and illustration of probe failure are in Appendix C.
As illustrated in Fig. 21 measuring the total resistance across the span of the sample is an eective way
of tracking the mechanical lifetime of a structure using the CNT patch. All samples exhibited correlation
between change in electrical resistance and changes in the mechanical behavior of the sample. There is also
a clear demarcation between the two dierent regimes of the load curve. Fig. 21 also demonstrates that it
possible to track the health of a structure regardless of the position of the stress concentration and regardless
of the distance of the measured resistance with respect to the stress concentration.
Fig. 22 shows a typical cross section of the area surrounding the stress concentration and examples of
failure such as delamination and ber breakage. This demonstrates a physical manifestation of the mechanical
damage inferred from the change in resistance curves.
Overall, CNT patches on DP industrially purchased samples were found to have promise as a diagnostic
tool for structural health monitoring of composites. Although in these particular samples, it was not possible
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(a) Correlation of stress and total measured changes
in electrical resistance for sample DP3
(b) Correlation of stress and total measured changes
in electrical resistance for sample DP4
(c) Correlation of stress and total measured changes
in electrical resistance for sample DP6
(d) Correlation of stress and total measured changes
in electrical resistance for sample DP10
Figure 21: Overlayed stress curve with total measured resistance changes for DP samples in H and V
conguration; total resistances measured correlates with Probe 24 in adopted conventions
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Figure 22: SEM of cross-section of HP1 sample after failure near the stress concentration
to distinguish the location of the change in resistances measured with position on the sample, the DP samples
consistently showed accumulation of mechanical damage beyond strains of piezoresistivity for CNTs. A
disadvantage of this method is, comparing the stress curves of the control and CNT patch DragonPlate
samples, the CNT patch appears to inuence the mechanical behavior of the sample, and so may not be a
pure reection of the mechanical health of the sample itself. Nvertheless, of particular note is the capabilty
of such CNT patches as eective strain gauges to detect accumulation of damage over the tested lifetime of
the sample. Because these CNT patches are only adhered to the surface of the sample, they can be easily
integrated into existing materials and accelerate the process of structural health monitoring.
3.2 Damage Sensing in Hexcel samples
The Hexcel structures (HP and HC) tested consisted of Hexcel prepreg laminated into 16 layers with uni-
directional aligned CNTs knocked-down and adhered to the outer surfaces. The motivation for testing such
a structure is eventual evaluation of damage sensing in nanostitch samples due to its improved interlaminar
reinforcement of composites. The Hexcel structures would represent the rst structure in this investiga-
tion with anistropies due to the repeating orientation of the unidirectional layers, and in future work with
nanostitching, a structure with integrated CNTs. Additionally, due to the simple geometry at which the
knocked-down surface CNTs are added, the manufacturing of such nanostitch composites adds only a few
steps to existing practices in inudstry. Because the HP and HC samples have CNTs integrated within the
structure, all samples apart from two control samples are grid (G) conguration. A total of 9 samples were
tested; ve with knocked down aligned CNT patches adhered to the surface and ve without. Of the ve
without, two were in G conguration, one in H conguration, and one in V conguration.
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Figure 23: Example of overlayed stress curve with measured changes of resistance for HC4 control sample
without CNT patches
Of the control samples, HC1 and HC2 were in G conguration. Due to slipping problems, the data
for sample HC1 revealed very little about the sample and so was disregarded. Sample HC2 had similar
mechanical behavior to all other Hexcel samples, but the recorded resistance data illustrated very little and
may be found in Appendix C with the plots of the remaining HC samples. The remaining HC samples,
HC3 and HC4 in V and H conguration respectively showed some promise in damage sensing, in that the
resistances measured did monotonically but not consistently increase as with the DragonPlate samples, as
illustrated in Fig. 23. The contrast between the HC samples in H,V and G congurations suggests that the
H and V conguration is more appropriate with usage of the CNT patch, instead of the G conguration.
This may be due to the fact that carbon ber through the thickness of the sample provides unintended
alternate conductive paths for the current to ow through, apart from the CNT patch, and introduces noise
in the measured resistance. However, since the mechanical behavior and measured electrical resistances were
signicantly dierent from the remaining Hexcel samples, such conclusions are tenuous and would require
further investigation with computational methods that are able to detangle local strain damage to changes
in the conductive network. The control nevertheless illustrates that the CNT patch as a strain gauge applies
to a variety of composite structures. All plots are overlay of strain (% mm/mm) with percent change in
resistance (% Ohms) and stress (MPa).
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Apart from the control samples, the mechanical behavior of the Hexcel samples with CNT patches was
consistent across samples, which ranged between 1.0-1.5% elongation strain. Most samples tested failed at
around 450 GPa. The only sample that exhibited the onset of increasing compliance was HC1, as it was
the only sample to reach a strain beyond 1.5% elongation, which is approximately where most DragonPlate
samples began to inelastically deform. For the majority of the sample test, the HP samples appear to
remain mostly linear before failure; extrapolating other mechanical behaviors in the HP samples would be
ambiguous.
Fig. 24 presents the change in electrical resistance measurements for several of the HP samples tested
in the far eld area of the probes indicated. Sample HP5 is not shown due to the fact that the resistances
measured show no correlation with the mechanical data, but is included in Appendix C. Unlike the Drag-
onPlate samples, there are few characteristics similar across all samples and there are few changes in the
stress curves to lend any correlation with what happening mechanically. However, several key aspects can
be discerned.
As Fig. 24 illustrates, although little can be discerned based of the load curve, several key features of
the Hexcel samples are revealed. This is most evident with Sample HP2. There are two regions in Figs.
24b and 24c that border along around 0.6% strain and 0.8% strain respectively, which suggests possible
mechanical damage accumulation similar to that of the DragonPlate samples. Given that there is little to
correlate between the stress curve and measured resistance, it is not possible to establish with certainty
whether this is the case. Most of the samples failed when the change in resistance reached between 1.5-4.0%
change in Ohms. Given that this is close to the change in resistance from the inherent piezoresistivity of
CNTs, the ability to discern the structural health of a Hexcel sample with a CNT patch on the surface
is less dened. The HC control samples illustrated that a knocked-down surface CNT patch preserves
similar electrical resistance measurements to the DragonPlate samples, in that the changes in resistance
monotonically increase and increase in distinct jumps, but this was immediately lost when additionally
introducing CNTs through the thickess of the sample, when measurements were done through the thickness
of the sample. This would suggest that then the measurements would be dependent on the local topography
of the CNT or CF network and the quality of alignment at which CNT is stitched into the structure or
the integrity of the unidirectional CF layer. Thus, the variability of manufacturing each sample with CNTs
manifested in the wide variety of change in resistance curves and the large ranges of changes in resistanes
at failure seen in the samples. These suggest that combining CNTs as both a surface strain gauge and as
an internal sensor interfere with each other and result in variance. In order to fully evaluate the merits of
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(a) Correlation of stress and total measured changes
in electrical resistance for sample HP1 (b) Correlation of stress and total measured changes
in electrical resistance for sample HP2
(c) Correlation of stress and total measured changes
in electrical resistance for sample HP3
(d) Correlation of stress and total measured changes
in electrical resistance for sample HP4
Figure 24: Overlayed stress curve with total measured resistance changes for HP samples in G conguration;
all graphs are from the same locations on the sample, correlating with far eld resistance measurements
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(a) Correlation of stress and measured changes in
electrical resistance for sample HP1 (b) Correlation of stress and measured changes in
electrical resistance for sample HP2
Figure 25: Correlation of stress and total measured changes in electrical resistance for samples HP1 and
HP2, reinforcing the lack of measured consistency across resistance measurements with mechanical damage
accumulation near the stress concentration
combining multiple CNT network topographies, the HP samples would need to undergo loading in which
plastic deformation occurs in order to determine if the CNT network also acculumates damage with the
sample, and a greater number of control samples need to be tested in order to establish consistency between
measurements and elucidate the inuence of the surface CNT patch on the measured electrical resistance.
In terms of consistency around specic areas with respect to the stress concentration, Fig. 24 also suggests
a lack of similarity of the change in electrical resistance measured across samples. Although sample HP2
demonstrates considerable consistency of changes in electrical resistance for even measurements in dierent
areas across sample, sample HP1 does not maintain any consistency, even within the same proximity to the
stress concentration, and this is lost completely when approaching the stress concentration where the larger
stresses accentuate the local deformation of the material and thus local readings of the electrical resistance,
as shown in Fig. 25
Further investigation is needed to fully evaluate the capabilities of the nanostitching CNTs as damage
and damage accumulation sensors in conjunction with the surface CNT patch. Future work would consider
nanostitching between each interface and evaluating the ability of this particular CNT network to detect
damage. The current data presents inconclusive evidence and suggests opposite interpretations of the the
Hexcel structures to also be able to be used as also a method of self-diagnosis. In order to better evaluate
the non-destructive evaluation and damage sensing abilities of the nanostitch CNTs, the possible conductive
pathways between the CNT patches and CFs must be considered in future work. The stability of the data
suggest that using a surface CNT patch as with the DragonPlate samples are equally as eective.
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3.3 Damage Sensing in FFRP samples
The fuzzy ber reinforced plastic (FFRP) composite samples consist of fully integrated aligned CNTs in
the structure, as mechanism for both interlaminar and intralaminar reinforced against crack propagation.
CNTs are grown radially around the bers of a woven cloth substrate. For suciently long CNTs above
the percolations threshhold (greater than 10 microns), the CNTs are able to eectively percolate and bridge
across bers both within and between layers. FFRP samples represent further integration of CNTs in
composite structures. The motivation for investigating these samples is to evaluate whether CNTs are able
to function both as mechanical reinforcement and as strain or damage sensors.
As all samples had CNTs integrated throughout the sample, FFRP samples were grid congured. No
FFRP samples had CNT patches adhered to the surface. Five samples in total were made. Each sample
had a dierent weight percent gain of CNTs, dened as the quotient of the gain in weight from CNT growth
and the original weight of the substrate cloth with catalyst. The corresponding weight gains and the actual
weight gains of each ply may be found in Appendix A, and are correlated with average CNT length.
The mechanical behavior of the FFRP samples looked similar. All samples manufactured failed at around
0.7-0.9% elongation strain and 110-150 MPa stress. Unlike the DragonPlate samples, the FFRP samples did
not exhibit signicant change in compliance throughout the duration of the tensile tests. The mechanical
behavior of FFRP samples was therefore more repeatable in comparison to the other sample types tested. Of
additional note is that the open-hole tensile mechanical properties are not signicantly altered by the weight
gain of the sample. The hypothesis is that longer CNTs correlate with larger weight gains, and longer CNTs
are able to better percolate and bridge across bers. Additionally, as know through the shear-lag model, the
CNTs must be above a critical length in order to percolate through the matrix and to avoid CNT pullout as
a failure mechanism. However, these greatly depend on the growth conditions present during the growth of
CNTs on the plies used in the FFRP laminate structure. In order to determine whether the aforementioned
hypothesis is valid, characterization of the plies grown were characterized by length using an SEM. Due
to varied growth conditions, dierent growth lengths and morphologies resulted. Characterization of these
morphologies and lengths may be found in Appendix B. In order to achieve the desired weight gain of CNTs,
the growth time in which ethylene and hydrogen are owed is adjusted. In general, the correlation between
CNT length and weight percent gain did not signicantly aect the damage sensing capabilities across the
FFRP samples. The data Appendix B covers the span of weight gains used in this study.
Because the FFRP samples were not as signicantly strained beyond typical values for deformation
beyond typical piezoresistivity measurements, which are on the order of 0.5% strain for other systems with
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CNTs as sensors in various composite structures, determining whether the FFRP CNT network reects
the accumulation of damage of the sample is less denitive. Thus, numerical tting methods are employed
in order to quantitatively determine if the CNT network in the FFRP samples accumulate damage with
the mechanical deformation of the sample. Depending on the arrangement and loading of CNTs in the
sample, the upper limit of strain of the CNT inherent piezoresistivity varies substantially. To determine the
approximate strain at which the change of measured electrical resistnace is meaninfully correlated to damage
or damage acculumation, it is demonstrated that the FFRP samples measured consistent electrical resistance
changes for similar locations on the sample and that beyond a certain strain, these diverge, indicating the
concentration of the accumulation of mechanical damage that is not predicted with piezoresistivity alone.
Fig. 26 demonstrates this with selected FFRP samples. A full list of FFRP sample plots may be found in
Appendix C. All plots are overlay of strain (% mm/mm) with percent change in resistance (% Ohms) and
stress (MPa).
As seen in Fig. 26, there is a sustained consistency of electrical resistance change far from the stress
concentrator when comparing the probes for far and near the stress concentration. Particularly noteworthy
is the divergence that occurs in the near eld measurements. As the FFRP samples consist of radially
grown CNTs on woven cloth, the laminate may be abstracted as quasi-isotropic. That is, it is hypothesized
that due to the radially dispersion of CNTs in the composite, the meausured piezoresivitivity of the CNTs
themselves would be consistent regardless of the direction of applied stress. Thus, the divergence indicates a
dierent mechanism of mechanical damage. Indeed, during tensile testing, before the FFRP samples failed,
in the latter half of the test, crackling sounds could be heard from the samples, indicative of ber and matrix
damage accumulation prior to ultimate failure. Fig. 27 shows several failure mechanisms in the cross section
of the area of failure near the hole.
Combining these observations, it is taken by convention for the FFRP samples that the onset of mechani-
cal deformation beyond the inherent piezoresitivity of the CNTs in the FFRP samples occurs approximately
midway in the sample test at approximately 0.25% strain. This convention is taken, as it is the point be-
fore electrical measurements in the probes begin to consistenly diverge among the samples, which may be
indicative of local damage. Although the images of sample failure and general test observations indicate
mechanical damage beyond elasticity that the probes may reect, this is further suggested using statistical
tting methods for the various measurements conducted across each FFRP sample. A curve is rst tted
to a selected probe and compared to other neighboring probes measuring the resistance in the same relative
proximity to the stress concentration for the rst 0.25% strain the sample experiences, denoted as the trun-
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(a) Correlation of stress and changes in electrical re-
sistance for sample FFRP3, 3wt%, far eld measure-
ments
(b) Correlation of stress and changes in electrical re-
sistance for sample FFRP3, 3wt%, near eld mea-
surements
(c) Correlation of stress and changes in electrical re-
sistance for sample FFRP4, 4wt%, far eld measure-
ments
(d) Correlation of stress and changes in electrical re-
sistance for sample FFRP4, 4wt%, near eld mea-
surements
Figure 26: Correlation of stress and total measured changes in electrical resistance for selected FFRP samples
demonstrating consistency of electrical resistance changes far from the hole and divergence near the stress
concentration
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Figure 27: SEM image of the cross section of the location of failure for FFRP4 demonstrating several modes
of laminate failure
cated strain curve. This same curve is then compared to a raw data of the same probe for the sample for
strain until failure, denoted as the raw curve. Fig. 28 demonstrates an example of this method. The probe
that is selected is chosen by convention to be Probe 23 near the stress concentration; probes further away
from the stress concentration show no divergence of electrical resistance measurements to the extent that
probes near the stress concentration do.
The goodness of the ts used are determined using the R-square and RMSE (root mean square error)
statistical metrics. R-square, better known as the coecient of determination, is a measure of how well
the modeled curve aligns with the data given. The RMSE is the mean square error, and is a measure of
the total deviation of the model with the inputted data. The lowest R-square value for the model ts was
0.98; most R-square models used were approxiately 0.99. Given that measurements far from the hole are
more consistent than near the hole, the aforementioned tting method does not indicate the accumulation
of damage. For the near hole measurements, the divergence emerges due to the relative proximity to the
stress concentration. It has been analytically shown in elastic theory that circular holes result in a stress
concentration factor of three in isotropic materials. That is the applied stress is amplied by a factor of three
in the area immediately near the hole and falls o exponentially. A similar eect would be expected in
anisotropic materials such as the composites tested. The divergence occurs between the selected probes near
the hole. The probes selected for the shown near hole measurements comprise of measurements closest to
the hole and the measurements of probes adjacently located. The divergence between measurements occurs
near the hole in the probes second closest to the hole, indicating accumulation of damage due to proximity
to the stress concentration. Particularly interesting is that these are not the measurements closest to the
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(a) Comparison for FFRP1 of the truncated strain
and raw strain curves, in near eld probe 23
(b) Comparison for FFRP3 of the truncated strain
and raw strain curves, in near eld probe 23
(c) Comparison for FFRP4 of the truncated strain
and raw strain curves, in near eld probe 23
(d) Comparison for FFRP5 of the truncated strain
and raw strain curves, in near eld probe 23
Figure 28: Comparing the truncated strain curve and raw strain curve in FFRP samples for determining if
mechanical damage accumulation is reected in the probes; some samples that do no show zero resistance
at 0% strain are due to faulty probes that measured initially slighltly negative resistances
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stress concentration. A possible explanation is that these measurements were too close to the hole where
it was cut and reamed smooth, thus altering the local material properties. Nevertheless, it is hypothesized
that the point of divergence between probes indicates accumulation of mechanical damage and correlates
with acoustic events that occurred during testing.
Modeling the probe with the largest change in resistance in the FFRP samples most easily captures the
potential of the mechanical damage accumulation for high stresses beyond the failure stress of the sample
overall. Fig. 28 captures example probes of the samples that exhibited the most consistent change in
resistance for a particular location relative to the location of the stress concentration. As seen in this gure,
there is a small indication that damage accumulation occurs at the point of divergence for a particular
probe as suggested earlier in the range of strains tested. A possible explanation may be that although
the individual bers failed, the radial interpenetration of CNTs throughout the resin network provides
a multitude of alternative conductive pathways for current to pass, to the eective resistance measured
does not percievably change signicantly. Additionally, the divergence occurs in both directions. That is,
the measured electrical resistance grows faster than predicted in the aforementioned determined range for
piezoresistivity for some samples but not consistently among all samples. This suggests that the probes are
measuring some kind of damage or damage accumultion but that it is dependent on locality. A possible
microstructure argument is that the CNTs may pull apart or relax upon pull out or breakage respectively,
depending on the mode of failure. Other methods of mechanical loading, such as purely tensile testing, may
be necessary to denitively evaluate the self-diagnosing capabilities of the CNTs in FFRP samples. These
data suggest that through-thickness measurements of resistance for non-destructive evaluation of a structure
is dependent on if the probe is near the stress concentration and may not as appropriate for damage detection
for this particular CNT network architecture as other previously demonstrated methods as [57].
3.4 Evaluation of Damage Sensing Capabilities of CNTs
A major component of damage sensing to understand is that many of the conclusions drawn from samples
are like those in fractography, the study of failure in mechanically loaded structures; they are inferrences
from the data. The range of samples tested showed promise of CNTs as damage and damage accumulation
sensors. However, as seen through the Hexcel and FFRP samples, the arrangement and topography of the
CNT network plays a signicant role in the ecacy of the CNTs as a mechanical damage sensor. The
samples tested emphasize the need to optimize the topography of the CNT network, such that there are
limited number of conductive pathways for current to ow through while simulataneously being able to
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transmit mechanical damage accumulation to areas far from the stress concentration or potential point of
failure.
The DragonPlate and Hexcel samples demonstrated that CNT patches as material strain surface gauges
worked eectively as a self-diagnosis tool, when computing the change in electrical resistance of the patch.
It has been shown through several samples, that critical points in the mechanical stress curve correlate with
particular characteristics of the change in the electrical resistance. Several things are noteworthy. Both the
DrgaonPlate and Hexcel samples with CNT patches that measured resistance changes across the surface
of the CNTs themselves showed consistency and correlation between the mechanical load and electrical
resistance curves. The Hexcel samples with resistances measured through the thickness of the sample in grid
conguration suggested that even with the insulating adhesive layer, having the CNT patch in G conguration
resulted in too inconsistent readings that were potentially dependent on the local arrangement of the CF or
CNT network. This was reected in the control Hexcel samples measured with G conguration in comparison
to the H and V congured HC samples, shown in Appendix C. Thus, the DragonPlate and Hexcel samples
suggest that unidirectional knocked down CNTs as a material strain gauge is eective as a damage sensor,
and potentially a structural health monitoring tool. Overall, the DragonPlate and Hexcel samples emphasize
the importance of the CNTs creating a continuous conductive network with the appropriate topography to
be utilized as a sturctural health monitoring tool.
The FFRP samples demonstrated that although radially dispersed CNTs are useful for localizing where
damage occurs, it does not disperse the eects of mechanical damage accumulation to other areas. Moreover,
the samples tested did not seem to accumulate damage as denitively as the previous samples, and so were
inconclusive. Nevertheless, the FFRP samples demonstrated that consistency between samples is achievable
using integrated CNTs in the composite structure.
3.5 Further Investigation
There are several aspects in this project for improvement and further investigation. As many of the silver
paint probes often failed before the sample, choosing a more consistent material and process for the probes
that simulataneously interferes little with the mechanical tests, such as copper mesh, would be needed.
This would additionally minimize the amount of electrical noise that appeared in the data. Manufacturing
more control samples would also provide more data and understanding of the inherent failure resistance
changes in the silver paint alone, and help decouple the changes in resistance from the sample, from the
CNTs included in the system, and from the silver paint probes themselves. Given that little additional
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information was gathered from collecting data at such close intervals, measuring resistances across select
areas of interest would be more ecient and provide further evidence to the utility of aligned CNTs as
damage or damage acculumation sensors. Additionally, conducting the full implementation of the Hexcel
samples with nanostitching would provide insight to how the CNT network architecture as layers of aligned
CNTs aects the measured resistance.
Furthermore, the strains at which Hexcel and FFRP samples failed and corresponding data suggested
that little mechanical damage accumulation occurred in the sample before failure, indicating that the size or
presence of the hole prematurely caused the samples to fail before further insightful data could be collected.
Thus, a future modication could be various other mechanical tests, such as simple tensile or 3- and 4-point
bending tests, or modifying the size of the hole to scale with the failure strength of each sample. Additionally,
the choice of open-hole tensile testing is not accurately reective of the typical mechanical lifetime of a
structural part in industry. In order to better simulate what a composite structure experiences over its
lifetime and the corresponding monitoring over time, cyclic loading and fatigue tests could be conducted.
Additionally, conducting environmental tests where the samples are subjected to humidity, atmospheric, and
temperature conditions to that of an aerospace structure as done in [62] would also provide a more accurate
picture to the damage sensing capabilities of CNTs in the proposed architectures. This would require
using probes that are more environmentally resistant, as noted in [62], and presents an additional aspect of
investigation for future studies. Further possibilities are using a multiscale approach to decouple dierent
mechanisms for mechanical damage acculumation in the CNT networks. Additional studies would be to use
AC, rather than DC to measure the impedance response of the samples using impedance spectroscopy to
better understand the electrical response of the CNT network.
Additonal areas of investigation would be to construct particular architectures of the CNTs. The archi-
tectures tested represent a small fraction of the possible architectures. For example, using randomly aligned
CNT patches instead of unidirectionally knocked down ones would help decouple the eect of network topog-
raphy from the inherent structural health monitoring capabilities of CNTs. Furthermore, it provide a bridge
between much of the analysis hypothesized in this study between samples of dierent CNT architectures.
In terms of areas of further investigation, more computational methods need to be developed. In general,
the eld of fractography and study of failure is still in its initial developmental stages. Because structures on
the laminate scale are capable of failing from a myriad of mechanisms, ranging from delamination to ber
breakage that can occur over a length of time, the predicative power of analytical models for laboratory
or industrially made samples is extremely limited. However, using numerical methods that would be able
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to characterize these modes of failure and provide probabilistic metrics for failure would provide a more
microstructure method of understanding failure and provide a more systematic means of manipulating the
CNT such that its full material advantages are highlighted.
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4 Conclusions
Three types of samples were tested in order to evaluate the damage and damage accumulation sensing
capabilities of aligned carbon nanotubes (CNTs). The rst type was the industrially purchased quasi-
isotropic graphite DragonPlate that was tested with a unidirectional knocked-down CNT patch adhered to
the surface as a strain gauge. The second type was of laminate composite architecture with unidirectional
plies in various orientations, in which CNTs are integrated onto the surface of the composite. The third
sample was fuzzy ber reinforced plastic (FFRP) laminated composites, which have fully integrated CNTs
radially grown on bers in a woven substrate. Each sample type represented a varying degree to which CNTs
were integrated into the structure. These samples were then tested in open-hole tension while simultaneously
measuring the electrical resistance. The following were concluded from the data collected, as sorted by sample
type.
 The industrially purchased DragonPlate samples with unidirectional knocked down CNT patches ad-
hered to the surface demonstrated the clearest distinction between CNT network piezoresitivity in
which the CNT network deforms reversibly and mechanical damage accumulation. However, the change
in resistance between even probes within each others vicinity on the sample was not consitent and
ranged between 20-120% resistance change in Ohms, indicating variability in the manufacturing of the
probes. These samples indicates that the CNT patches provide clear but not quantitatively consistent
electrical resistance readings. This suggests that the CNT patches are useful for quick diagnosis of
a structural part that requires knowledge of its previous mechanical history, but that there is little
correlation between a particular change in resistance and strain. However, these samples provide a
useful basis for evaluating CNT patches as a bridge between current damage sensing techniques to
structural health monitoring with CNTs.
 The Hexcel prepreg carbon ber demonstrated less consistency between samples but much greater
consistency within each sample in comparison to the DragonPlate samples in terms of the overall
shape of the change in resistance curve and magnitude. Additionally the total change in resistance
was less dramatic and constrained to at most 8% change in Ohms. Samples without the CNT patch
demonstrated probe behavior similar to those of the DragonPlate samples when H or V conguration,
but were not as meaningful in G conguration. The smaller percent change in resistance may be due
to the sample prematurely failing from the stress concentration, and would require additional testing.
 The FFRP laminate composites consisted of radially grown CNTs on a woven ceramic fabric and
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manufactured as layered plies. Like the Hexcel samples, the FFRP samples reached a low strain,
consistently below 1.0% strain, also possibly due to premature failure. The FFRP samples showed the
greatest amount of consistency within and between samples of the sample types tested, which may be
attributed to the more isotropic distribution of CNTs in the structure. Typical change in resistance
values were around 5.0% change in Ohms. However, as determined using statistical ts, it is suggested
that for the tests conducted in this investigation, a majority of the CNT network deformation was
network piezoresistivity, as there is little divergence between the initial part of the data and remaining
data. The divergence indicates a weak ability of the FFRP construction of CNTs to reect mechanical
damage accumulation in the sample, particularly far from regions of local damage. However, given that
FFRP samples demonstrated the greatest consistency, further testing and investigation is warranted
for this particular CNT network architecture.
Overall, it was found that CNTs in unidirectional knocked down patches as material strain gauges were
eective at reecting mechanical damage accumulation across several samples and sample types, but was
not consistent in measurement. That is, probes often failed prematurely or measured radically dierent
changes in electrical resistance, such that it is not possible to correlate a change in resistance with an
inelastic strain. Furthermore, the consistency of the electrical resistance measurements from the probes
varied between samples and among sample types, particularly among the DragonPlate samples. Using fully
integrated CNTs in the conformation in the FFRP samples showed limited promise to show accumulation
of damage far from stress concentrations but was more promising in terms of reecting mechanical damage
locally, as seen with thermographic and tomographic methods.
The choice of these samples highlight the importance of the architecture of the CNT network. This inves-
tigation suggests that having a CNT network selectively percolating through the network in a less stochastic
way is important in order to get meaningful structural health monitoring diagnoses far away from local dam-
age. The results of this investigation indicate that aligned CNTs as damage or damage acculumation sensors
show protential for non-destructive evaluation and promise for structural health monitoring. Thus, in order
to take advantage of CNTs superior mechanical and electrical properties for both mechanical reinforcement
and structural health monitoring, the architecture of the CNT network must be engineering such that both
are optimized.
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A Appendix: Sample Summary
Below are tables listing further information on samples tested.
Table 2: Summary of relevant set up and sample types with notation used; inches are used to comply
with units common in the aerospace industry; HP = Hexcel w/ CNT patch; HC = Hexcel, no CNT Patch,
control; DP = DragonPlate w/ CNT patch, DC = DragonPlate, no CNT patch, control; FFRP = Fuzzy
Fiber Reinforced Plastic
Sample Probe Conguration Thickness (in) Notes Testing Notes
HP1 grid 0.0820 slippage, pulled 3x
HP2 grid 0.0845 slippage, pulled 2x
HP3 grid 0.0830
HP4 grid 0.0830
HP5 grid 0.0805
HC1 grid 0.0810 slippage, pulled 1x
HC2 grid 0.0825
HC3 vertical 0.0815 pulled 1mm/min
HC4 horizontal 0.0800
DP1 vertical 0.1285
DP2 vertical 0.1285
DP3 vertical 0.1285
DP4 vertical 0.1285
DP5 vertical 0.1300
DP6 horizontal 0.1280
DP7 horizontal 0.1280
DP8 horizontal 0.1285
DP9 horizontal 0.1280 longer cable used
DP10 horizontal 0.1290 longer cable used
DC1 vertical 0.1285
DC2 vertical 0.1290
DC3 horizontal 0.1295 pins started to deform
DC4 horizontal 0.1290 pins started to deform
FFRP1 grid 0.0845 1% weight gain
FFRP2 grid 0.1030 2% weight gain
FFRP3 grid 0.1218 3% weight gain
FFRP4 grid 0.1065 4% weight gain
FFRP5 grid 0.1035 2% weight gain
 Slippage indicates that during testing the samples were not clamped with sucient pressure, such that
during tensile testing, the Instron would simply pull the o the grips on the samples without straining
the sample itself. The number of times pulled indicates the number of cycles that particular sample
went through before proper gripping pressure was obtained.
 Towards the end of testing, the cables and pins used to read resistances o the samples would deform
with further testing. This was because as the samples failed, it would cause the pins to disconnect from
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the sample violently. During some tests, this required replacing the cable with longer cables. Samples
tested with longer cable have higher initial resistances due to the contributions of the cables to the
resistance of the system.
 Sample HC3 was pulled at four times the strain rate of other samples.
Table 3: Summary of manufacturing parameters for FFRP samples; listed weight gains are listed in order
used during the lay-up process; weight gains are on the order of 0.1 g, excluding the catalyst
Sample Weight Gain Target Actual Weight Gain per Layer (wt%)
V 1% weight gain 1.34, 0.72, 1.67, 1.35, 1.56, 1.26
W 2% weight gain 2.08, 1.86, 2.27, 2.10, 1.98, 2.11
X 3% weight gain 2.96, 2.74, 3.14, 2.89, 2.79, 2.94
Y 4% weight gain 3.79, 3.58, 3.83, 3.50, 3.93, 3.73
Z 2% weight gain 2.27, 1.74, 2.14, 2.00, 1.90, 1.96
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Table 4: Summary of mechanical and testing data for each sample; Ro is the initial resistance; ultimate load
is taken to be the maximum load during the test; elongation is translated from time of fracture in seconds
using strain rate as conversion factor
Sample Avg Ro [min, max](Ohm) St. Dev Ro Fracture Load (kN) Fracture Elong. (mm)
HP1 3.14 [2.53, 3.67] 0.57 30230 2.63
HP2 3.77 [3.42, 4.88] 0.33 26324 2.10
HP3 3.19 [2.86, 3.85] 0.24 27178 2.16
HP4 5.88 [5.37, 6.82] 0.37 28494 2.32
HP5 8.13 [6.86, 11.31] 1.01 26254 2.08
HC1 8.00 [5.17, 13.39] 2.42 26049 (slippage)
HC2 8.21 [5.57, 15.07] 2.19 26533 2.01
HC3 11.29 [6.39, 17.92] 3.45 29321 2.90
HC4 4.11 [3.57, 5.63] 0.52 26.95 2.19
DP1 4.62 [3.16, 6.31] 0.93 40386 3.67
DP2 2.95 [2.31, 6.13] 1.09 39886 3.03
DP3 2.73 [2.06, 5.68] 1.01 38711 2.89
DP4 2.87 [2.29, 5.92] 1.05 41995 3.49
DP5 2.82 [2.31, 5.58] 0.95 57693 5.58
DP6 2.38 [1.98, 4.04] 0.58 41397 3.28
DP7 2.30 [1.88, 4.17] 0.65 41009 3.20
DP8 2.31 [1.86, 4.03] 0.61 40820 3.18
DP9 2.91 [2.53, 4.83] 0.66 41427 3.20
DP10 3.12 [2.51, 4.63] 0.62 60687 6.05
DC1 2.47 [2.12, 4.41] N/A 60.22 4.02
DC2 2.68 [2.45, 3.26] N/A 61.17 4.10
DC3 2.21 [2.14, 2.41] N/A 57.09 3.27
DC4 3.11 [2.39, 8.74] N/A 57.17 3.66
FFRP1 7.76 [5.37, 12.57] 2.18 9.31 1.03
FFRP2 8.50 [6.25, 13.56] 1.80 9.96 1.10
FFRP3 8.93 [5.93, 14.16] 2.19 10.49 1.20
FFRP4 5.59 [4.20, 8.75] 1.19 9.85 1.10
FFRP5 7.64 [5.59, 11.42] 1.52 9.67 1.07
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B Appendix: CVD furnace growths and characterization
for FFRP samples
Below are the growth conditions and resulting morphology of CNTs grown for the FFRP samples.
Average CNT length and percent weight gains
With accompanying SEM images
Figure 29: SEM image of the grown CNTs
in a ply of the FFRP samples, 1.47wt% gain
SEM image of the grown CNTs in a ply of
the FFRP samples, 2.89wt% gain
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SEM image of the grown CNTs in a ply of
the FFRP samples, 5.84wt% gain
SEM image of the grown CNTs in a ply of
the FFRP samples, 7.87wt% gain
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C Appendix: Sample Plots of Correlation between Stress Curve
and Measured Resistance Changes
Below are plots for the remaining samples not shown in the results and discussion. Due to the volume
of possible plots, plots from each sample is shown below with minimal premature probe failure. Plots are
listed in order sample listings in Appendix A. Far eld measurements are those taken away from the stress
concentration and near eld measuremnets are those taken in direct vicinity of the stress concentration. All
plots are overlay of strain (% mm/mm) with percent change in resistance (% Ohms) and stress (MPa).
Figure 30: Sample HP 1, far eld measure-
ments
Figure 31: Sample HP1, near eld measure-
ments
Figure 32: Sample HP2, far eld measure-
ments
Figure 33: Sample HP2, near eld measure-
ments
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Figure 34: Sample HP3, far eld measurem-
nets
Figure 35: Sample HP3, near eld measure-
ments
Figure 36: Sample HP4, far eld measurem-
nets
Figure 37: Sanple HP4, near eld measure-
ments
Figure 38: Sample HP5, far eld measurem-
nets
Figure 39: Sample HP5, near eld measure-
ments
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Figure 40: Sample HC1, far eld measure-
ments
Figure 41: Sample HC1, near eld measure-
ments
Figure 42: Sample HC2, far eld measure-
ment
Figure 43: Sample HC2, near eld measure-
ments
Figure 44: Sample HC3, far eld measure-
ments
Figure 45: Sample HC3, near eld measure-
ments*
*Sample HC3 was initially pulled at 1mm/min and then subsequently at 0.25mm/min, and so the
change in compliance in the above curve is due to testing error
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Figure 46: Sample HC4, far eld measure-
ments
Figure 47: Sample HC4, near eld measure-
ments
Figure 48: Sample DP1, far eld 2 measure-
ments
Figure 49: Sample DP1, near eld measure-
ments
Figure 50: Sample DP2, far eld 1 measure-
ments
Figure 51: Sample DP2, far eld 2 measure-
ments
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Figure 52: Sample DP, far eld 1 measure-
ments
Figure 53: Sample DP3, far eld 2 measure-
ments
Figure 54: Sample DP4, far eld 1 measure-
ments
Figure 55: Sample DP4, far eld 2
meausurements
Figure 56: Sample DP5, near eld measure-
ments
Figure 57: Sample DP5, far eld 2 measure-
ments
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Figure 58: Sample DP6, near eld measure-
ments
Figure 59: Sample DP6, far eld 2 measure-
ments
Figure 60: Sample DP7, near eld measure-
ments
Figure 61: Sample DP7, far eld 2 measure-
ments
Figure 62: Sample DP8, near eld measure-
ments
Figure 63: Sample DP8, far eld 2 measure-
ments
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Figure 64: Sample DP9, near eld measure-
ments
Figure 65: Sample DP9, far eld 2 measure-
ments
Figure 66: Sample DP10, near eld mea-
surements
Figure 67: Sample DP10, far eld 2 mea-
surements
Figure 68: Sample DC1, all probes Figure 69: Sample DC2, all probes
Figure 70: Sample DC3, all probes Figure 71: Sample DC4, all probes
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Figure 72: Sample FFRP1, far eld mea-
surements
Figure 73: Sample FFRP1, near eld mea-
surements
Figure 74: Sample FFRP2, far eld mea-
surements
Figure 75: Sample FFRP2, near eld mea-
surements
Figure 76: Sample FFRP3, far eld mea-
surements
Figure 77: Sample FFRP3, near eld mea-
surements
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Figure 78: Sample FFRP4, far eld mea-
surements
Figure 79: Sample FFRP4, near eld mea-
surements
Figure 80: Sample FFRP5, far eld mea-
surements
Figure 81: Sample FFRP5, near eld mea-
surements
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